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Library Faculty Committee Announces Poll
Tom Sloan, Head of the Lane
Library, has announced his
desire to poU the opinion of
·Arm.troll& Students in advance
of the su bmittance of the
1975-76 Budget in March.
. Mr. Sloan indicated that the
main topic would probably be
library hours; however. he was
interested in clarifying some
other subjects, Primarily these
were staffmg problems, volu~me
shortage.
the audio-visual
situation, and the past problems
with budgets submitted to the
Board of Regents,
A. Sloan explained, the Lane
library receives approximately
6% to 9% of Armstrong'. yearly
budget. This compare. favorably
to other state institutes. The
problem in the past has been the
"underfunding" of ASC by the
Board of Regents. According to
the System Summary, ASC
received approximately three
million dollars from the state in
1974, whereas Savannah State
College received four million
dollars. This inequality is grosser
in light of the higher student
population here at ASC.
Zeroing in on the Lane
Ubrary budget for 1975 - '76,

Sloan revealed that twu plan.
had been proposed in October of
1974, with the administration
plan going to the Board of
Regents. Sloan noted that the
major difference between the
plan. was not ·the money b'ut
rather the arrangement of the
funds. Of particular interest is
the fact that, whereas the Lane
Library
Faculty
Committee
simply raised the "maintenance
level," which keeps the library at
status quo, the submitted plan
requests additional "catch-up
funds."
Mr. Sloan gave an example
where "catch-up funds" had
meant a drastic change. The
CoUege of Charleston in 1970
was a private institute existing
on a "maintenance budget" of
$26,000. When the state took
over in 1971, the budget was
raised by' II million dollars,
mainly for library expansion.
Pr e s e ntly the College
of
Charleston Library dwarf. the
earlier
one-room
building.
"There'. no way ASC is going to
build
the Lane
Library
collection on a main budget."
stated Sloan.
The main obstacle to proper
s t u d e nt staffing
was the

New Requirement
For Graduation
This year, June and Augu.t
graduate. in all associate and
baccalaureate degree programs at
ASC wiU be required to take exit
examinaticns
in their major
areas. A sort of pilot project
within the univeRity sy.tem, all
.tudents will be required to. take
these examinations in order to
graduate. Said Dean Propst:
"One of the value. of the use of
these exit exams is that most
departments
will be using
standardized tests which will

allow us to measure
our
student's performance against
national norms." It is highly
likely that the entire university
system may be going to exit
examinations as a matter of
university
system
wide
poliey,"said Propst, Dean Propst
emphasized that there is no
cut-off, or pass/fail score on
these tests, Schedules for these
exams will be announced at a
later date by the Dean'. office.

SPECIAL
SGA ELECTIONS
Sophomore Senator
and
Senator-At-Large
Deadline To File
February 3
Elections February 5 & 6
File in Student Activities Office

reluctance to pay any more than
the minimum wage. Sloan stated,
"as soon .as they have been
trained, which takes 6 to 8
weeks, they leave us.
In the area of books and
audio-visual aides, Sloan stated
that criticism of the expansion
of the audio-visual program fails
to include the fact that the
federal govemmen t had made a
sizable grant available to ASC if
such
a department
was
established, Sloan stated thathe
felt the library was founded for
the purpose of making certain
learning
aids available
to
students. and that this must
include more than books and
periodicals.
However, Sloan emphasized
the book collection has not been
abandoned for the audio-visual
department.
The funds from
H.E.W.
would
have been
withdrawn, said Sloan, had ASC
failed to show an interest in the
audio-visual field.
The book storage, continued
Sloan, is hopefuUy going to be
raised
to the Southern
Association level of 140,000
with the "catch-up"
funds
requested from the Board of
Regen ts. Sloan stated that
presently
the library
is
approximately 65,000 volumes
under the standards set by the
Southern
Association
of
Libraries, This reporter notes
however, that this conflicts with
a statement
by President
Ashmore that the library was up
to SAL standards, but below
American' Ubrary Association
Standards. President Ashmore, a
member of SAL, noted that the
.SAL was
c on si de re d the
guideline, not the ALA.
The SAL Is also involved in
the situation of library hours.
According to Sloan, the SAL
"urges
strongly"
all college
libraries
to be open during
classes. This, he indicated, makes
it rather difficult in scheduling
library
hours
to meet an
optimum time schedule. With
the limited budget, it is not
feasible for the library to extend
more hours, and with SAL
• tan da rds it i. highly
que.tionable whether the hours
could be rearranged.
However, Mr. Sloan was quite
interested' in receiving some sort
of .tudent feed-back on this
question.
He has invited all
interested students to attend the
next Library Faculty meeting at
which time questions to be
included in a student poll will be
formulated. The time will be
12:30 this Friday, January 24
upstairs in the Lane Library.
II

$2.8 Million

Funds For HPB

The Board of Regent. has to name a few. ASC currently
allocated 2.3 million doUars for offers
Associate
and
the construction of a Health
Baccalaureate degrees in Dental
Profession. Education Building Hygiene,
Associ are and
at ASe. Preliminary plans for Baccalaureate
degrees in
the building were approved at Nursing, an Associate degree in
the December meeting of the Menral
Health,
and
a
Board in Atlanta. Final working Baccalaureate degree in Medical
plans will be ready by May. Technology.
Dr. Wright said
Construction should start by the that, "besides their classroom
first of September of this year. and laboratory
activities.
and should be completed
students
wil l have clinical
sometime in 1977. The building. affiliations with the health care
which has been designed by institutions. polishing up on the
Gunn and Meyerhoff. a local skills they've learned in a lab
Savannah architectural firm, will situation."
be located next to the new Fine
The Center, .as described by
Arts Bailding across from the
James
Baker. Director
of
Memorial CoUegeCenter.
Development, will have about
The Healrh Professions
Education Center will' house the 30,000 assignable square feet of
Nursing and Dental Hygiene floor space. For comparison,
department.
and the Mental Solms Hall Is almost 20.000
Heal th Work Program. The square feet and the new Fine
construction
of the Center _ Arts BUIlding about 42,000
"means that we will be able to square ~eet. ~e .preliminary
expand
significantly
the
p~ans indicate nme clas:arooms..
programs we offer in the health
nme classroom labora~ones, ~nd
,.
°d De
P
0
a large lecture hall With seatlOg
areas, Sat
an ropst.
r. for 150 students. The rest is
Stephen WrIght, director of rhe de' goared a. office space.
Health Profession. Education
~tated Dean Propst: "ASC
Cente~ on ttie ASC campus. and has been designated the center
coordinator for the consortium,
for the training
of health
reported
that
program
professionalsinthisarea.V!ewill
possibilities for the curriculum be cooperating with Savannah
include
respiratory
therapy. State College and Georgia
emergency medical technololl)" Southern College in a healrh
physical
therapy,
x-ray
professions
education
technology, and programs in the consortium with aU clinical work
medical office "and records area coordinated
by the Center
and the medical laboratory area, here:'
0
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ALCOHOLISM: The Nation's

Drug Problem
by Otis L. Hayward
Americans are a materially
rich. technologically brilliant,
anxious people. The Age of
Anxiety has given way to the
AFt' of Escape through whatever
pill, potion, or preparation that
can ease our private

pains. We

are horrified by the abuse of
such
drugs as hallucinogens,
narcotics, and stimulants by our

youth and too often forget that
the adults of this nations are
already setting an example of
habitual drug use. We live on
aspirins,
sleeping
pills,
tranquilizers, and pep pills, and
expect our children to abstain.
We pay tittle heed and we are
particularly blind to our most
blatant use of the most abused
drug of them aU - Alcohol. We
drink to be sociable, to be chic,
to relax, to gain courage, to
enhance our charms, to add
romance to our meals, and too
often for too many of us, to run
from depression, fears, and our
inadequacies.
Alcohol) in one form or
another) was probably the first
tranquilizer known to human
beings, and remains today as the
most widely used. It is a food,
since
it is a source
of
calories,
although.
as
nourishment
it is imperfect,
having no vitamins. and may be
harmful when taken in the place
of more nutritious food. It is
also a drug, since it acts upon
the central nervous systems. As
medicine, alcohol has a long and
distinguished record. While it has
no curative powers, it still is
use d by physicians
as a
t ranqu ihze r or sedative for
convalescent
and geriatric
patien ts. Alcoholic beverages are
now being used by some
physicians
in the diets of
diabetic patients, since alcohol
unlike sugar. does not requir;
insulin for metabolism.
The second face of alcohol,
the pping mask of tragedy, is
seen far too frequently. whether
it be the anguished expression of
tbe alcoholic patient undergoing
the pains of withdrawal, or the
disbelieving horror of the driving
driver confronting his accidential
victim. History has documented
t he destruction of individual
lives and familiesthroughout the
ages. stemming from excessive,
irresponsible
driving. It has
recorded as well the efforts of
moral, religious, political. and
social leaders who encourage at
least moderation, and at times
total abstinence.
'
While there is no known cure
for alcoholism, prevention is
within the grasps of everyone. A
major obstacle, though, lies in
convincing the average social
drinker that he is a potential
alcoholic. Just how great the
potential
depends upon a
n umber of facors, but there
seel\1l to be one constant:· the
less the person who drinb
knowa about alcoholism, the
greater the dan.r of his or her

becoming one of its unfavorable
statistics.
Too many people believe
alcoholism always happens to
the other guy, or that alcoholism
is the result of something over
which the individual has no
control. or tfiat he has no will
power. None is necessarily true.
Alcoholism is the result of
drinking increasing amounts of
liquor over a prolonged period
of time. And it can happen to
anyone.
The alcoholic isjust as sick as
the man with diabetes or
tuberculosis or cancer, and yet
the alcoholic's disease is perhaps
the most misunderstood of any.
He has long been looked upon
with a mixture of amusement,
scorn.and disinterested curiosity.
The kin d of funny, yet sad
figure of the down and out skid
row bum was made both famous
and popular by the early movies.
The image stuck.
The -church accused the
alcoholic
of being totally
immoral. Societyturned its back
on him because he was an
embarrassment.
The business
world rejected him as so much
human waste. And the neighbors
said he was just making a "damn
fool of himself."
Alcoholism begins with the
fact that three out of every four
adults drink. Some of these
abuse alcohol by developing an
unhealthy drinking pattern.
The reason
for drinking
initially are many and varied.
Some people do so infrequently
in order to be sociable. Others
occasionally to relax at the end
of a tiring day. The businessman
often fmds himself drinking at
lunches. dinners and meetings
"in the line of do ty." And some
teenagers.
as well as many
adults, drink in order to be "in"
with the crowd.
But, whatever the reason for
it, drinking is almost always
mnocent, at rust.
It is difficult
to define
exactly
when a person has
become an alcoholic, but there
are warning signals along the
way, and anyone who drinks
should know what they are.
The first real symptom of
possible danger is when a firm
pattern develops. The second
w~n.ing signal is when drinking
~thin this pattern is markedly
Increased, It's a subtle process
and one that is hard to detect.
When the consumption of
alcohol has increased. however,
there are a number of signs to
look for. For example the
individual:
'
a. Used to hDe just one or
two drinks to relax at the end of
tbe day and now has three or
four;
b. Finds ulcreasing pleasure in
drinking at lunch;
c. Used to drink to be
sociable or to celebrate and now
drinb to induce sleep or because
he/she is worried or depressed;

d. Notice he/she is drinking
more this year than last.
Any of these changes may be
the first sign that the average
social drinker has become a
heavy drinker and is headed for
alcohol dependency.
If alcoholism
has been
identified
as a disease that
effects the affluent more than
the poor, the outstanding more
than the average.
and the
ac hievers
more than the
un de ra c hiever s, then the
question is, can it happen to
anyone?
The answer is that alcoholism
only happens to people who
drink.
J f you wish to obtain
information concerning Alcohol
and Alcoholism 1 call Chatham
Clinic
for Alcoholism
at
236·6136
or Alcoholics
Anonymous at 232-5259.
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Someone once told Ted, if you can't do 80methinl and JOt
away with it, you've got no business doing it at all. It is in this
spirit that I give you this week's Inkwell. Unfortunately""
didn't get away with it.
To the staff: Diana and I don't appreciate spendinl rift to
six hows trying to figure out your layouts.
To CJA: Here's the straw. I can't wait for your stunnins
appraisal of this humble servant.

News Shorts
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
DEPARTMENTS
The winter English Diagnostic
tests will be given on January 31
at 12:30 in Room 113 and at
3:30in Room 201.
Discount
tickets for the
American Film Theatre series
may no longer be acquired by
mail. For the $10.00 student
rate, Armstrong students may
identify themselves at tbe box
office.
Because of the overflow of
night students
this quarter,
English 122 will be offered apin
at night during spring quarter.
Also
planned
is a 250
Intermediate Composition for
day students.
Southern authoress Eugenia
Price, is scbeduled to lecture on
January 21 at 12:30 in Jenkins
HaJJ. Sbe is famous for ber Saint
Simmons Trilogy and her newest
novel Don Juan McQueen.
Congratulations are extended
to Herr Noble who is now Dr.
Noble. Mr. Kent Brooks hopes
to have a PhD by June of this
year.
The Chess Club is trying to
get a team together for the
tournament that will be held the
6th, 7th, and 8th of February in
Tallahassee, Florida. Contact Dr.
Pe ndexter
in the English
Department
for
more
inforr. anon.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
Following are the Free Swim
hours and Recreational Tennis
Court hours for the Winter
Quarter, 1975:
SWIMMINGPOOL
Saturday
2-5 P.M.
Sunday
2-5 P.M.
Tuesday
6: 30-9:00 P.M.
Thursday
6:30-7:30 P.M.
Monday-Friday 12:30-1 :30 P.M.

RECREATIONAL TENNIS
Mon. and Wed.
12: 30-Darl<
Tue. & Thur. 12:30"- 2:30 P.m.
3:30- Dark
Friday:
1O:30-Dark
Saturday
9:00 A.M.·Dark
Sunday
J 2:00 P.M.-Dark
WELL, HERE WE
ARE (SORTA)
United
(Communists,
Christians.
Crabgrass, circle
ONE) will present a variety of
programs this quarter . you will
be blessed with one each week.
F or starters. try the "Social
Action
Seminar,"
Tuesday.
January 21 through Thursday,
January 23. Time: 12: 30-1: 20
each day. Place: Room 202,
Upstairs in the MCC. Tuesday
movie. "Parable"; Wednesday
movie, "Our Father"; ThUrsday,
exciting speaker.
Here's a high note of the
quarter. UCC brings to you,

Friday, February 14, straight
from Nashville, Tenne .... , to
wa rm your hearts, "Dust 'n
Ashes".
nationally-known,
semi-famous, and well-beloved
folk duo. No, they don't push
brooms; perhaps they drive a
garbage truck? Anyway, all you
music lovers and/or social critics,
in addition to normal people,
will Groove on this, Dig, Man?
DRAMATIC READINGS
Dramatic readings of Paul
Lawrence
Dunbar by Karen
Boles,
Joseph
Mydell, and
Louise Louis will be presented
four more times by popular demand. Performances will be Jan.
22 at Hunter Officers Club, at
A.S.C. Afro American Week, the
Public Library, and before the
Georgia Poetry Society.

FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
Persons interested in any of the following jobs should contact
Myrtle Foster, Placement Counselor. in the Administration Building.
Bacon County High School
Certain Teed

Math Teacher
Secretary
Secretary

Health Department
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
Savannah Professional Maintenance
Atlantic States Personnel
Savannah Professional Maintenance
Critz Buick.
Heart of Savannah Motel
George Washington Insurance Co.
Norma Hall
Lady Jane's
Flight Safety International
AU state Home Planning Service

C~rpet Cleaner
Auditor
Office Maintenance
Receptionist
Desk Oerk
Telephone Solicitation
Babysitter
Salesperson (Shoe Dept)
F ren c:h In terpreter
... leph
re

For further details, stop by the Placement Office.

one Surveyor
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Timothy O'Leary - Only The Justice

BIGGEST BUCKS FOR THE BOMBERS

Dept. Knows For Sure
by Jon Stewart
Earth News Seni""
The strange
Timothy Leary

case of Dr.
gets curiouser

and curiouser.
Since
the former acid
"visionec" and high guru turned
government
informer
last
summer, he has been the subject
of a smear campaign by former
friends, the focus of a major
Justice Dept. investigation of the
Weathermen, the epicenter
of
gale-force rumors, and - most
significantly
•• virtually
incommunicado.
For six months, either the U.
S. Bureau of Prisons, or Leary,
or both, have resisted efforts by
Leary's friends and associates to
sit down
for a face-to-face
meeting. Speculation has been

rife that Leary'l
exile is
involuntary.
The Justice
Department and the Bureau of
Prisons insists that Leary does
not want to see anyone. Says U.
S. Bureau
of
Prisons
spokesperson Mike Aun, "Leary
is singing. He's tillking about a
mu l t i-mithon
dollar
drug
scbeme, and he knows there are
a lot of people who want to

silence rum."
Nonetbeless, friends of Leary,
including poet AUen Ginsberg
and daughter Susan Leary, have
retained Boston attorney Harvey
Silverglade to investigate the
possibility of filing for a writ of
habeus corpus to produce Leary.
So far, no action has been taken
and
Silverglade
remain~

non-commital
as to whether
there is legal ground for such
action.
I n the

meantime, Leary's
whereabouts remain top secret.
It is known that during AURUst
he was held at a federal prison in
Minnesota,
presumably
to
appear
before a grand jury
scheduled to convene in nearby
Chicago. That grand jury was
abruptly halted by orders from
Assistant
Attorney
General
Henry Peterson. Speculation was
that the investigation was put in
limbo
because
of
an
intra-departmental
investigation
of the Justice
Department's
bungling of numerous
recent
political cases. The Wounded
Knee
trial
had just
been
dismissed by Judge Fred Nichol,
who
declared
that
U. S.
prosecutor Guy Goodwin and
other government attorneys had
prepared such a poor shambles
of a case that it bordered on
misconduct. "Goodwill, who had
prosecuted
and lost in the
Berrigan
case, the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War case,
and the Leslie Bacon case, was at
the time heading the Leary

The ~ollowi.ng is a list of just a few of some of the civilian and military trade-offs
whereabouts
was that he was
mentioned In the book "The Permanent War Economy,"
by Seymour Melman. The
being held
under
"extreme
author is professor of industrial
engineering at Columbia University and national
security" somewhere in the Los
co-chairman
of SANE.
Angeles area. In a recent letter
to the Los Anll"les Free Press
Leary's former associate
known
drug informer
Dennis
Martino insisted that he had seen
Vetoed
Environmental
Protec5141 million
1973 request for new airLeary "several times" and that
tion
Agenc,
,.l1an to deborne
nuclear-war
comhe ~as
content
and happy.
poll-rte the Grear cakes
mand post.
MartUlo assailed those who had
1973
unfunded
Housing
and
::;:S4 billion
cost excess on F-l11 airconducted
the so-callen smear
Urban
Development
water
craft
~ampaign
against
Leary,
and sewer requests
including Jerry Rubin, Journalist
National
water-pollution
abate= 538 billion
= cost excesses for 45 weapKen Kelly, and Leary's son Jack.
ment.1970·75
ons systems
The
latest
twist
in the
National
solid-waste-treatment
::::S43.5 billion
8-1 bomber program
increasingly Kafkaesque case was
program
revealed this month by a small
Total environment cleanup
= 5105.2 billion
new weapons systems in
newspaper
in
Va.caville
development
or
procureCalifornia.
home
of th~
ment
notorious Vacaville Prison where
Unfunded
program to upgrade
= 5300 million
S C·SA aircraft
Leary
spent
some
time.
rural American life
According
to the VacavUle
Unfunded 1973 rural health care
= 522 million
=
per cent of Lockheed
Reponer, Leary is sCheduled to
Cheyenne helicopter
fundappear as a star· witness for the
ing increase. 1973
state in a case involving a former
Impounded
Federal
housing
S130 million
8 F·14 aircraft
prison psychologist,
Dr. Wesley
funds. 1972
Hiler. Dr. Hiler was fired last fall
1972 Federal health budget de52.3 billion
overruns on C-5A aircraft
for allegedly smuggling a tape
ficiency
and Main Battle Tank
recording made by Leary out of
the prison and delivering it to a
magazine editor. Dr. Hiler says
backers, and actually received
that if the state won't produce
Leary
for his reinstatment
so me support.
He says that
Leary's
decision
to turn
hearing on January 27th, he'll
was a result of his
have
him subpoenaed
as a informer
defense witness,
de termination
to get out of
daytime and nighttime cl asses,
The now defunct
Chatham
Dr. Hiler adds that Leary,
prison and undertake the space
Dean Wilton C. Scott, Head of
Youth
Council (C.Y.C.)
still
journey,
while at Vacaville, had become
Extended
Services at Savannah
holds a 150 room building on
If Timothy Leary does make
convinced that he had a mission
S ta te , stated
that SSC first
the corner
of Drayton
and
to get out of prison and to
a public
appearance
at the
started offering classes there in
Charlton
streets. The building
organize a group of 5000 people
January
27th
hearing
in
November in conjunction with
was formerly owned
by the
to accompany him on a space
Vacaville, it will mark the first
the CYe's Free University, The
Department
of Family
and
journey
in search of "higher
time since last summer that
courses being offered there at
Childreds
Services. Savannah
intelligences."
Hiler maintains
anyone, other than Martino and
that time were Radio and T.V.
State College occupies several
that Leary sought financial aid
Leary's self-styled
wife, Joanna
Repair; guitar, taught by Dr.
offices on the ground floor and
fur the project from numerous
Harcourt-Smith,
has seen him.
Termotto;
Hypnosis, taught by
is using ·the top floors for
Joe-Limerick; and Graphic Arts,
taught by Chris Friedman, who
is currently
directing Godspell.
Several
Armstrong
instructors
were asked to teach courses
there. on a more academic level.
Ho we ve r , no one's schedule
a l lo.we d for any outside
instruction.

and

=

=

=

=

=

.so

=

=

=

=

New Branch' of Education Offered

Savannah State is currently
offering
Math 107 and 108,
English 107 and 108, and Social
Science
102.
These are all
Freshmen courses. Other courses
include guitar, piano, and music
appreciation.
Also offered are
courses in the Humanities. In the
morning there are some 60 odd
people ,in Savannah State's High
School Equivalency classes.

mvesuganon.
Since Peterson resigned in
November
and Goodwin
was
pulled from the Leary case
there's reason to believe that the
co-called Leary grand jury may
be rcconvened somewhere other
than Chicago.
The latest word on Leary's

=

Mrs. Evelyn Dandy, native of Chestellcounty,
Pennsylvania,
is an Assistant Professor in
Academic SkiDs. She. attended
both Millersville
State College and Temple Univeniry receiviDg a
Master of Education from the Ialler.
Married to Dr. J. A. Dandy, a local optometrist,
Mrs. Dandy stated that she likes living here
because ''The people are friendly and trusting."

Dean Scott said that tbey had
fu ture plans for making the
building their downtown branch,
This
proposal
has been
submitted
to the Board of
Regents. All of the instructors in
this program have their Masters
Dr. C P. G. un, prot"essor ot· computer science,
degree. In charge of this program
was born in KianIPu, China, and received his
is Ms. Lee Green, Savannah
bachelor's degree in tbat cOuntry. He came to the
State's Field Representative. Ms.
United States in 1968, and speot 6 years at Wayne ' Green was also tbe director of
State in Detroit, University of Michigan, where he
the Chatham
Youth Council.
Courses are open to the general
received his doctorate in mathematics and master's
public as well as to ASC and sse
in computer'science.
Dr. Chi came to Ase, his
students.
formal teaching job, last September.

rust

".
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The Great
Su{{ur Swindle
by Marty Schiffenbauer
As the year 1974 began, Dr"
Hal Sweet, a Brooklyn dentist
and sometime gambler, got the
urge to take a flyer in the
commodity
futures market.
What could be more appropriate

I have some. too -- but the Arab
oil sheiks really do exist. And, in
1974, they managed to make a
bundle in sugar on top of their
petrodollarloot.
No one knows for sure how
much sugar the Arabs bought

to more
accurate
inside
information, but they also ~ave
enough capital to rnanipu ate
price movements.
.
Price
manipulation
on
commodity futures exchanges is
a regular occurrence,
and

than to make a killing in sugar?

last year. but most estimates put

because

Hal gleefully schemed.
So Dr. Sweet called his
broker and bought a 112,000
pound sugar futures contract on
the New York Coffee and Sugar
Exc hange. He palid lOt cen s a
pound, and deposited 41500 in
, (bo
13% f th t tal
margm a ut
0
e 0
cost of the contract) with his
broker to cover any potential
loss on the purchase.
In late November, Dr. Sweet
decided to sell his sugar. His
broker got him the going price
of 65 cents a pound, netting Hal
a tidy profit of over $61,000.
Dr. Sweet is a fictional
character, but real people did
make real money - billions-not
thousands - in the great sugar
swindle of J974.
"All sectors of the U.S. sugar
industry have reaped windfall
gains," according to the research
staff of the President's Council
on Wageand Price Stability.
Sugar company profits were
indeed enormous. Amstar, Inc.,
the nation's largest cane sugar
refiner (Comino and Spreckles
brands), more than tripled its
third quarter earnings for 1974;
Great Western Sugar Co., the
biggest beet sugar processor,
reported
third quarter net
income for the year at over
twelve times the 1973 level;
Amfac, Inc., Hawaii's largest
grower, had a ninefold sugar
profit increase for the first three
quarters of 1974; Alexander and
Baldwin, Inc. and C. W. Brewer
and Co., two other
giant
Hawaiian producers,
both
projected their profits for all of
1974 would be more than five
times 1973 earnings; and the
National Sugar Refining Co,
(Jack Frost brand) reported a
phenomenal fiftyfold gain in per
share earnings for the fir~t nine
months of 1974. ($4.19 vs.
$ .08).
Only a small fraction of these
windfall profits is being spent to
increase sugar production in
order to lower future prices.
Ins tea d , t he in du 51 ry is
diversifying into a wide range of
othe r ac t"IVIttlres. F or examp Ie,
Alexander and Baldwin has used
$5 million of its sugar profits to
buy a 30.per cent interest in
Teakwood Holdings Ltd., of
Hong Kong __ the largest
developer
and processor of
hardwoods in Southeast Asia,
Other sugar companies have
invested their profits in such
diverse fields as real estate
'
P h armaceuticals,
industrial
equipment,
banking, frozen
foods and recreational facilities.
You may have your doubts -

total purchases at somewhere
between two and five million
tons, with profits
ranging
anywhere from s 1 to $5b"ll·
I IOn.
These figures may be low _ there
were reports that Kuwait alone
bought three million tons. But
aU traders asree the Arabs made
~
most of their purchases early in
the year,
at one-third
to
one-fourth the current world
price.
Why did the Arabsdecide to
buy so much sugar in 1974? One
the 0 rye
x pre sse d by
Congressman'
Peter Peyser
(Republican from New York), is
that the Arabs joined with the
Soviets to drive up the price of
sugar on free world markets _
presumably, to sap the energy of
the U.S. and its allies. A simpler,
less conspiratorial explanation
says the Arabs were just trying
to protect themseJvesagainst the
world-wide inflationary spiral by
shifting their assets from paper
currencies of dubious value to a
basic commodity in relatively
short supply.

totally unregulated .. especially
in sugar - the perpetrators
almost never get caught.
The manipulation
. of
commodity
fu tures
prices
ordinarily combines two basic
tactics. First, the hustler will

Over half of all -sugar
exported in the world is grown
in Latin America. Except in
Cuba, the sugar plantations are
predominantly in the hands of a
small number of family groups.
These sugar barons have always
managed to reap huge profits by
paying notoriously low wages.
But 1974 was really a banner
year, with the total value of
Latin American sugar exports
(not including Cuba) amounting
to about $5 billion more than
1973.
Cuba, it should be noted, also
did pretty well. Although the
majority of its sugar was sold, at
low prices, to the Svoiet Union
and other. socialist countries,
there was still enough left over
for sa I e on high priced
international
markets to add
about $2 billion to its economy.
Many of the Latin American
sugar barons are descendants of
aristocratic Spanish families, and
their names would not be
familiar to most U. S. citizens,
There is one marked exception _~
the name Rockefeller. The
Ro c k e f e l l e r tg vast La t in
American land holdings include
some prime parcels of sugar
land.
It's unlikely anyone like Our
mythical Dr. Sweet exists, Small
individual
speculators rarely
make a killing in commod,'ty
futures
- in fact, the vast
majority lose money. It's the big
whe~ler·dealers who really clean
up. Not only do they have access

the markets

are almost

'ANY

spread rumors and spurious
information ahout the target
commodity - for example, by
exaggerating
crop damage,
issuing false data on reverse
stocks; overstating small orders
on the international market to
suggest huge future purchases, or
by publicizing inflated statistics
on projected consumption. Most
commodity
traders have no
quick way to check out such
rumors - sometimes they tum
out to be true - and they often
have a substantial effect on
future prices.
The other
basic tactic
involves starting a rapid up or
down movement in the price of
the specific futures contract.
This may be done by flooding a
commodity
exchange
with
orders at a time when trading is
usually quiet.
If the scheme is successful,
the swift change in price will
work together with the rumors
spread earlier to produCe a
"snowball effect," and the price;
surge will begin to feed on itself.
W hen prices
are b e in g
manipulated
upward, higher
prices wilJ confirm
supply
shortages
and produce even
greater
publicity
for the
exaggerated reports. Increasing
numbers of small speculators
will jump on the bandwagon to
buy futures, bringing further
upward pressure. As prices reach
a peak, the speculators who
engineered
the swindle will
unload the low-priced contracts
they bought before the climb,
and take their profits.
Something like the ahove
"
II
scenario
may
we
have
happened with sugar last year.
Certainly, the price climb was
enhanced by continual tales of
crop failures (there were poor
sugarbeet

h

t"-'

bU t _Lne overa
erall tot
' malswas
ome much
areas,
high
th
h
I
era
n t e g oomy
forecasts
ex
t d
of eno;~ouaggera c
reporbts
s pure h ases y
almost
ev'
sugarim rtins ry . J mportant
ove~.e~im~~:t~ond::~~l~
pro j e c t ion b
th
US
Department of A~cul'::re,';'d
other phony rumors.
The
m
t
0s
Com m on
explanation for the price climb
the world-wide sugar shnrfa '
has been seriously chanen d~'
. (Co t1nued
go Y
n
on .. 1It 12)

QUESTIONS 7'

considerable detail in the first
seve n chapters some of the
agency's awful accomplishments
and proposals,
such as its
dubious flood conlrol work on
the Kissimee River in Florida.
The trouble is that the author
paints the Corps with too broad
a brush and engages too often in
over-statement
to make his
poin t. He begins to lose his
credibility - at least with this
reviewer - when he likens the
Corps to a dogeatcher hecau..
"jt cannot stand to see a river
"runn ing wild';
it must be
impounded."
The last chapter'.
title,
"Abolish the Corps," described
Heuvelmans'
proposed
prescription
for curing the
nation's
environmental
ills
resulting from unwise structural
development of waterway s, Soch
a proposal is neither. realistic in
a political sense nor wise beeaux
it disregard. the great good
which could be accomplished by
Corps
professionals if their
organizational
talents
and
ex pe rtise were forcefully
redirected
to constructing
sewage treatment plants and
:~e~~~h
~erm~~:~~st~~:i~~;
st a t e . 0 f· t he-art
recycling
equipment
and to resolving at
ratio,
trade-off,
regional
least some of the monumental
account,
and a whole new
b
national
problems associated
ewildering
bureaucratic
lexicon.
And the more he with
waste
disposal
and
learned, the more outraged he
n
o
nvp
o
u
n
t source
water
be
0
pollution,
"Lhe
d
d
Fu r ther more, even if the
H
e len
, pro u c t 0 f
Corps was abolished, it wouldn't
e uv e mans
outrage
and
education
in. the imprecise
art of"
solve the problems described so
h
.,
vividly in Citizen Heuvelmans'
ore estra tmg
pork barrel
ts Ja an eigh
movemen S IS an el t-chapter,
book.
The Department
of
217-page attack of the Corps'
Interior's Bureau of Reclamation
'"I
k
CIVl
wor s program. Quoting
would still continue to press for
frequently from a variety of
more irrigation projects to "win
exc~lIent sources, the author
the· West" when, in fact, it was
depIcts the Corps of Engineers as handily
defeated years ago.
a total villain: .devoid of any
Similarly, the Department of
ethi.cs or senstlvlty towards the Agriculture's Soil Conservation
env,ronment.
Service would still continue to
U d . I
b n emab~,
the ~Oips has
drain environmentally-valuable
. een - and mdeed still is - an
wetlands, destroy natural habitat
,nstru,,:,cnt
of enVironmental
along
streams,
and add to
destruction all 100 frequently
siltation llroblcms because of its
and Heuvclmans enumerates i~
(Continued OD " .. 12)

Martin Heuvelmans, Citizen,
Stackpole Books, 1974
$8.95
A s wit h man y 0 Ide r
ge n eration
Americans,
an
environmental awareness came
late
in life
for Martin
Heuvelmans. Immersed most of
his life in a non-conservation
business career, it. wasn't until
1961, after he had retired to
Florida, that Citizen Heuvelmans
discovered something, seriously
amiss with Mother Nature. It
was then, as he looked closer at
Florida's streams and lakes, Ihat
he became aware that man _ in
his noble efforts to control
floods by manipulating stream
flows through the construction
of dams, channels and other
structural
"improvements"
_
had accomplished little, in many
instances, except to muddy up
the nation's waterways, destroy
their natural beauty, and lay
waste valuable fish. wildlife
habitat, and hottomland timber.
So it was that Martin
Heuvelmans
began learning
ahout the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers and its civil works
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, Haven't Danced At The
White House Either

-Editori8Is-

ft IS the policy
Inkwell to differentiate pe rsonaI opuuon
" .
.. of thethis
and e dito rial opeuon on
page by the use of by-lines and the lack
by Charles Dennard
of them respectively. A by-line is the name of the auth
Just recently President Ford
0f th e
article printed between the headline and the article. -Any ~r 1 ·th made a speech from the White
,,the"
f
ar IceWI
House Li brary on proposed
a by-une expresses
opuuon 0 the author and does not
that of the Inkwell, administration, faculty or student body AeXtPrelsseconomic measures. What the
ith oot by.....es
,,- express thee onmi
WIt
opuuon of the majority ofth . ditrICes
lal American people did not see or
staff.
eel on
hear was the preparation for the
President's speech. Wh;,t actually
goes on is pre sented ford e first
time.

Mr. President, we are almost
ready for you to make your
speech.

Thank you, Ron. I'll be out
as soon as I finish dressing.
Mr. Director,
have you
decided on the backdrop for the
President?
WelhMr. Nessen, It's a toss-up
between a Wall Street broker
jumping out of the third floor
window of the stock market
building or a picture of the
Secretary
of the Treasury
holding up a balance of zero in
the country's checkbook.

~

~

CENSORSHIP:
A Social Wrong
by Michelle Kilbourne
Do Americans have freedom
of choice in entertainment? One
would hardly think so now that
the censorship of movies is
growing. Our censors have been
neatly slicing or completely
prohibiting
those supposedly
objectionable shows for years
and there has been barely a tiller
from
moviegoers.
The
responsibilities of choice in film
entertainment
should only
extend as far as personal desires.
Evidently,
moviegoers
are
content
with the censor's
opinion instead of their own.
The main type of movies that
are being censored are those of a
pornographic
nature.
Pornography
is supposed to
arouse sexual feelings more
dominent
than the usual
individual "quota". Who is to
say what one's quota is except
the individual? Those decent
sexual standards are a product of

civilized
man. Man usually
reaches puberty around the age
of twelve and in most uncivilized
cultures
this is a time of
complete adulthood. It is odd
how we can pride ourselves in
be in g so civilized when we
cannot prepare our children for
adulthood sooner than we do.
Our civilized children are six
years or more into physical
adulthood and well on their way
to mental and emotional
adulthood before we will let
them act and choose maturely.
Consider the passages of these
actions. Oftentimes the child is
the point of the continuation of
his parents' ideas because he is
told "this is right" and "this is
wrong" in some of his most
impressive
stages
of
development. Usually he carries
these ideas subconsciously, if
not consciously, all of his life. If
one has minconceptions, or just

a lack of knowledge in the
sexual fleld, then it is obvious
why one's sexual standards are
so rigid. I t is true that there are
many instances in which sex is
abused and the screen is no
exception to publicizing this;
but have these censor fans ever
considered not going in the first
place?
A curious factor in movie
censorship is the .prohibition of
sexual
films
and the
continuation
of violent ones.
Some violen t films are censored
but for the most part censors
have a preoccupation
with
natural
acts rather
than
unnatural ones. Murder, war,
streetgangs, and organized crime
arc only a few of the favorites of
sadistic movie makers and movie
goers. As they condemn the
heauties of the human body
they give Academy Awards to

John Wayne killing Indians.
Somewhere in time someone
made a grievous error
in
polluting man's mind with such
anti-life thoughts.
An alternative to censorship
would be an all around lack of
attendance at these films. Since
there are people who have
obviously decided to pay box
office prices}the producers are
not creating these movies from
thin
air. For those who
disapprove of these obnoxious
films, the television has been
filtered
somewhat for easier
viewing.

We are touching the realms of
some forms 'of totalitarianism
through censorship: "Civilized"
adults should have their choice
of this so called entertainment!
Or should they? After all, Walt
Disney is for just anyone.

That's great! A tittle flair of
the dramatic will certainly add
bite to the President's speech.
Mr. Nessen, W('ve got a
problem
out on the White
House lawn. There 'is a group of
unemployed
workers who
demand to see the President.
Gosh! They could louse up
the whole show. Wait! I've got
an idea. Give them all some signs
saying, "the only thing we can
afford is Ford." When I give the
word, have them march on the
set. Wow, to have such a stirring
show of support
for' the
President
will make everyone
forget what he is saying.
Excuse me, Mr. Nessen, bu t I
thought you wanted people's
attention.
Just between you and me,
Mr. Director, we are hoping that
the microphone on the crackling
fire will drown the President
OUI, but this glory will he sure to
do the-job.
Bu.! why, Mr. Nessen, do you
want the President to he heard?
Listen, you've heard Ford
speak. Even when he is giving
good news, it sounds bad, and
besides, a face that looks like it
has been hit by a Mack truck
does
not
exactly
exude
confidence.
I see your point. Do you
want me toput another mike on
the fireplace?
No! As jumpy as people are·
in Washington, they'll think the
place is on fire, and we'll have
every damn fire truck in the
district.
"That's right, Mr. Nessin , and
then you wouldn't have to worry
about the President heing heard
at all.
Put another mike on the
fireplace ....
Oh, Ron?
Yes, Mr. President.
I'm ready and I want you to
giveyour opinion on how Ilook.
The President
steps out
wearing a Sam Snead golf hat, a
bright orange golf shirt with two
buttons that way, "Win with
Ike,"
and "the business of
America is business," a pair of
yellow Bermuda shorts. Arnold
Palmer
golf shoes and a
three-wood
with a graphite
shaft.
WeII, Ron, what do you
think? Personally I think .that
this casual attire will make
people feel more relaxed when I
talk to them tonight.
(Incredulous, Ron responds.)
That will be .fine, Mr.
President ... Mr. Director.
Yes, Mr. Nessin.
What would happen if you
turned up the color dial with
what the President has on?
(Laughing) It'll probably look
like he is on fire.
Good,
do that and put
another mike on the fireplace.
And Mr. Director,
Yes, Ron.
Just to he on the sale side,
call the fire department.

by

Garry Trudeau
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Roc kv is writ ten in an aura
of
humor. All names are fictional.
Any
n ..ferences 10 living persons is purely
coincidental.

YE5, YES,

Dear Rocky.
I actually met the girl you mentioned last
. week who shouted "Eureka" from her SW1 roof.
She seemed
strangely depressed.
but she
wouldn't
tell me why. I am hoping you will
dear up the mystery.
Layman Psych
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Dear Layman.
No mystery. Her boyfriend is a Computer
Science major. Last week he made the relatively
fatal error of using ISQRT instead of SQRT in
his program. Needless to say. it truncated his
square root.
Rocky

vuu.

Dear Rocky.
I am a Business Administration student. and
I don't know whether I love it or not. I've been
hearing some nasty rumors that some Business
profs use the same exams over and over every
quarter. Since I don't have access to any
"fraternity" flles of test questions, I feel at a
slight disadvantage. What you think of this
practice?
Robert Fabey
Dear Bob.
Vou are partially right. The profs do use the
same questions, but they change the answers.
Rocky
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Dear Rocky.
I saw your column last week. Isn't it
amazing what they can do with potted meat
these days.
John Fabey
Dear Rocky,
I've read those ads about "Expose Yourself
to Something Stimulating. Save January 24."
Tell me, exactly what does the SGA have
planned for that date?
P. CaMinoss
Dear Pick.
They're
planning
their
annual
gala
celebration of Chung Wungs birthday. Wung
was the first Chinese ~ man to utter in 1456
those now famous words - "No tlckee. No
Washee."
Rocky
Dear Rocky,
I can hardly stay awake at night as I bum
the midnight oil. I've tried drinking coffee but
my wife hassles me about keeping her awake.
Any suggestions?
Kier Dullard

-.
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Dear Dull,

Put an aphrOdisiac in your coffee. It keeps
you awake at night and I doubt your wife will
mind.
Rocky

Tl?YmtlN6
7H/IT TOMY
SISTeR (J(X/6.
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Dear Rocky,
What do I say to my girlfriend when she tells
me she doesn't want to go "all the way?"
.
A Greek
Dea r Gree k ,
"Drop me off at the waist and III find my
way from there."
Rocky
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"There's [In« Born EVf'ry MinUlf',"

Ah yes, and here we are
again, once again on the verge of
departing any little granules of
wonder, wisdom,
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P. T.Barnum

or witicism.

'The offer issued thus far still
goes, if any student, instructor
or employee of A.S.C. has a
question, comment or snide
remark to make public, simply
write it down and send it to me
care of the Inkwell (yes folks,
even though they don't claim to
know me). Barring any illegal or
otherwise slanderous remarks, I
will tend to your entries with all
due speed. T.K. Wallace
QUESTIONS:
Why do some
A.S.C.
basketball fans still insist, after
numerous pleas, on using the
cheerleading lanes as well as the
court itself
as their waste
disposal system for cups and
various consumed materials?
. Where, oh where did the
VTN ever go?
- Why has campaigning for
Student government

Eleections

been postponed until Spring
Quarter? Huh, Pat?
- Who writes that damned
obnoxious
column
on the
opposite
page? Who is this
'Rocky' character?
COMMENTS:
Lake Ashmore is starting to
collect a fair amount of algoa
again? Anybody
got a Salvo
tablet?
- I removed myself from the
office of Managing Editor for
the following reasons: not quite
adequate
enough
(JOURNA
1I STICA l lY)
unsupervised and be expected
not to make
a mistake,
unwillingness to expend my own
grade point to help some one
else, and to be able to devote as
much time as ever to the
Bizarrerie..
- SUPPORT YOUR WCAl
GOD'!!
SNIDE REMARKS:
I'd kind of like to see peanuts
growing on the White House
lawn.
- words are cheap. . .I do
hope I achieved a "humble" in
Comments .
. isn't it ironic that the new
Fine Arts Center has its back to
the A.S.C. campus.

VERSE OF THE MONTH
The verse of the mon th is an entry type thing, all you do is copy
down your favorite verse or poem and send it to me, or the Inkwell
and we'll print it up.
This week's entries to the Verse of the Month are older selections
The first was written by a man by the name of Donald Leitch, more
renown however, as simply Donavan. The second was written by
someone who wishes to remain anonymous at this point. ..

When
in

that's
stitch
must
HAPPENIN'
The average theater fan has salvage whatever lumber we can
no idea of the amount of actual
for our next production. The
work tha t goes in to a play _ The nice thing about our cast is that
final product is usually accepted
even though
they are not
by the audience' withou t an idea required to show up for set
of the countless hours spent in work, they do, along with all the
production of sets, movements,
other volunteers already doing
lines, and expressions, or the set work,
technical
work,
repetitions of each of these. The costume
work,
and even
A.S.C. Masquers are currently
make-up work and ticket sales
involved in the earliest aspects of . during the final production."
the production of Tartuff.,
Having such' a dynamic work
MT. John Suchower, directing
Tartuffe, says, u..• the set had force on campus as the Masquers
to be made from scratch for this is makes one wonder exactly of
one because of the effect we what achievements
they are
wanted to produce and when the capable. A cast list is available
play is over we will have to in News Shorts.

S;zarrer;e Award For Ignored Advice

When Ilook over my shoulder what do you think I see
Some ole cat looking over and he's sure to yell at me
and he's strange, so strange, you've got to pick up every
stitch you've got to pick every stitch um hum
that hippie's out to make it rich oh no
must be the season of the witch
When Ilook out my windowthere's so many people to be
it's strange, sure is strange, you've got to pick up every
stitch the rabbit's running in the ditch
that hippiis out to make it rich oh no
Must be the season of the witch ... well I know ...
COUPLET IMPRI:\TS
Anonymous
Upon the exposure to a Couplet play
J contracted an urge to say
all my words and phrases in rhyme
with perfect syllables and perfect time.
Now what that play awoke
was a desire to be a man to quote
but certainly without a smirk or a snear
able to move a dry eye to tear

~

""'"r -

SEASON OF THE WITCH
. by Donald Leitch
I look out my window so many sights to see And when I look
my window so many different people to be
its range so strange you've got to pickup every
you've got to pick up every stitch hum hum
be the season of the witch

-

AJ'

Now we all know. or we think we do.

of the greatness of men and the road there to
and in us all. those roads are changed
for dead are men who all stay the same
so take the best of each man 10 heart
and give him the chance and the time to impart
his method in that endlessness pursuit
of endless fame and endless loot
But wait. J think it's wearing off -uhere. now its gone.
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Women In W.O.W.
W.O.W .• Armstrong's new
organization for women students
has, since its formation a year
and a half ago, expanded to
include a lot more people than
its founders ever anticipated.
uWe felt at first that we would
he dealing mostly with married
women students," said Tommy
Martin, President of W.O.W.,
"but now we are dealing with

the more mature
woman
student, married or single." Ms.
Martin

returning

explained

woman

that

the

student

has

often
been left out of the
mainstream of college life, and
while
many
returning
male

students could join veteran's
organizations,
the returning
female
student
really
had
nothing open to her. "Women
come back to college to add a

new dimension to their lives, bu t
quite often do not know what
form they want that dimension
to take," Ms. Martin continued.
"W.O. W. was initially organized
to give these returning students
an opportunity
to know each
other and become more aware of
the activities available to them
on campus. "Of course, the
returning woman student isn't
interested in going to the Rat
Dance, or a sorority banquet,

lIyClD

but she would like to know the
schedule.
for
movies
and
lectures," Ms. Martin said.
W.O.W.
has
been
very
successful in implementing
its
goals through such programs as
"Operation Return",
"We have
been registertng
returning
women students and now new
students since winter quarter a
year ago as part
of this
program,"
said
Beverly
Mendonsa,
Vice-President.
We
contacted 168 women and had
91 pa rlicipan ts in Operation

Return.
W.O.W.
doesn't
feel
discriminated
against 00 the
ASC campusj; "we are not trying
to initiate new opportunities for
women students;
we do feel
however) that we could be better
represented
in the activities
already available. For instance,
we hope to get a representative
in student government after our
constitu tion is approved,"
Ms.
Mendonsa asserted. Ms. Martin
added that "we were at first
afraid
of being discriminated
against because of our age) not
because of our sex, but have
never
experienced
such a
problem at Armstrong. "One of
our long-term goals is to provide
some
kind
of day-care
on
campus for our students with
smaIl children who must attend
classes
all
d a y , The
Administration
is already
applying for a federal grant that
would give us the funds to
maintain such a center."
An organization
now of
about
25 regular members,
W.O.W. can attribute its success
to a number of factors. "First of
all, we changed our name," Ms.

W.O.W. Women
Martin explained. "We originally
called
ourselves MS: meaning
married or single, hut found that
many
of our prospective
members
were afraid to join
bec a u s e of
the feminist
connotation
of MS. Also, we
have designed our programs to
provide fellowship and to serve
women,"
Ms. Mendonsa added.
"The woman
campus is so
afraid, for instance, that if she
joins an organization, she will be
asked
to get on a telephone
committee,
help in a bake sale,
ru m mage sale, etc. Although
naturally
we ask some people
occasionally
to devote some

on

time
to the
organization
obviously to keep it going, we
don't
push anyone
into the
custodial role. Also, we don't try
to extend
our activities off
campus hecause we feel that the
average woman is so restricted in
her time that by going to school,
she already has to I9ve up s
certain amount of volunteerism
within the community.
We don't
feel that it would be fair to push
her
back
into
that
same
. volunteerism as soon as she joins
our group:'
Recently
W.O.W. hegan a
nine-week course to be taught
(ContinuedoD
page 12)

Food, Glorious Food
by Martha Kelly
restaurant
so different from all
Hungry
for
some
good
the others?
One of the most
traditional
Southern
cooking?
appealing characteristics
is that
Tucked away· on a downtown
one does not have to waste time
side street of Savannah
is a
brooding over an unintelligible
home-like restaurant that will fill
menu
and
then
lose YOur
every desire - Mrs. Wilkes.
appetite
gasping at sky-high
This haven for good eating
pnces. An array of hot dishes are
lies below Mrs. L. H. Wilkes'
immediately
brought and it's
Boarding
House.
Its
merely
a matter of chOOSing
inconspicuous side entrance can
from among the various foods.
easily he missed by the passerby
The most incredible thing is that
except that, there is usually a
there is no limit as to how much
long line assembled out onto the
you can take andare forthe most
sidewalk around the noon dinner
reasonable
prices. They have a
hours.
There
has been no
special rate for children. "I have
advertising whatsoever
and yet
regular people everyday and I
the crowds swarm. Mrs. Wilkes
just feel that they couldn't give
expands on this: "I never had
more
than $2.50 for a meal
any advertising; never had a sign
everyday. I'm just trying to keep
out. One person will tell another
It down as long as I can:'
and that's how we get our
Personal
service
is also
business. Everyday
we get a
evident
at Mrs. Wilkes'. "We
good crowd. 1 haven't
had a
always try and make it good and
slump yet." It's not only the
tasty with good quality food. I
Savannahians or even Georgians
cook the same way for my
who move through Mrs. Wilkes'
.family
aa . I do for my
door: Since it was nationally
customers."
teleVISed on CBS, tourists from
What .is it then that makes
all over visit the restaurant. "We
Mrs.
Wilkes the most popular
get ao many tourists from all
eating
place in town? It is
over the. country;
California,
exactly
that
- the eating.
New MeXICO, Connecticut,
and
Amon g the Southern
dishes
even Canada."
served
are
the ever-famous
What is it that makes this collard greens, black eyed peas,

creamed and mashed potatoes,
fried chicken and gumbo stew,
and com muffins and biscuits.
Mrs. Wilkes commented
on her
technique
a: "We buy frelll
vegetables and prepare them. We
make
our
own
bread
and
homemade biscuits. I don't ever
think ahout a cookbook.
The
recipes are all from scratch that
I've
picked up allover
the
years."
There doesn't aeem to he too
much
of a problem
with
leftovers
and Mrs.
Wilkea
explains this: "I don't have too
much waste. I always like to
know if they leave anything CHI
their
plates; if anything
_
wrong
or whether
it wasn't
good. A lot of times they tell
they took more than tlbey couldeat. I always have a variety 10
everyone
can find what ......

mo-

like."

W-J

When asked what seemed to
be
the
fevorite
amoo,
cu~tomers, she replied, "Fried
chicken and biscuits! Some of
the people tell me that if I didn't
serve another thing besides fried
chicken and biscuits j'd have it

ITI8.de~"
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Greenheart: Discovering The Whole Child
After visiting the Greenheart
Discovery Center, people are
almost always convinced that all
schools would
benefit
by
following the example of" this

unique, open court system. The
center approaches a likeness to a
museum of learning with shelves
andshevles of puzzles, tools, and
kits; walls and walls of creative

desi,.s plus varied activities that
provide new and challenging
experiences for every child.
Ruth
Arger,
a former
psychology
professor
at
Armstrong,
spent
a year
researching
the problems of
college freshmen,
particularly
the problems
of so-called
·underachievers", and together
with her colleague Dorothy
Thompson,
founded
the
Greenheart School in 1969. Ms.
Arger explained that the basic
philosophy behind the school

was that "if a child finishes
twelve years of school and is still
notable to use his ability, it may

be more appropriate and more
effective to work at the level
which really matlers to the child
rather than trying to push him
into his first year of college. The
child should be able 10 enjoy
ualng his ability at whatever

potential he can."
"One

of

our

first

considerations was whether to
extend classes to a full day or
just to half a day,"

Mrs. Arll'r

continued.

eventually

"We

decided to have a 9:00 to 12:45
school day with children arriving
at 8:45 and leaving at I :00. The

program now operates

00

a

yearly basis for a pre-school to

four year

span.

We admit

children as early as all' two,
provided
they
are socially
ready."
"We desiJPIed our curriculum
to place a heavy emphasis on the

use of materials and equipment,
and try at the same time, to
teach the child basic values, as,
for
instance,
the difference
between using large amounts of
·paper and wasting paper. The
students also learn naturally by
helping each other," Ms. Arll'r
maintained I declaring that the
children
seem to be more

staggered ·by interests
age."

than by

Although the school is often
classified as having a Montessori
orientation, "we take a very
eclectic poin t of view in our
approach to teaching
as, for
instance, our staff-orientation is
vel}' Piagetian. We also follow
some of Bruner's principles in
teaching advanced concepts to
the young child. We teach the
Pythagorean
theorem,
for
instance, not by explaining it as
a mathematical equation, but by
having the child work it out as a
puzzle. Some pre-schoolers are
actually reading classics and one
student has been listening to
Boris Gudonov
(an opera by
Modest Moussorgsky)
just for
fun. We are, in any case, more
concerned
with teaching the
child how to learn rather than
what to learn.
Ms. Arger added
that the
center was an open classroom
environment somewhat like a
British primary school where
"the situation is flexible enough
for
chil dren
to
learn
comfortably
those skills which
are useful-to them at a particular
time. We do not, however, limit
the child's environment just to
academic areas," she explained.
"Play has purpose and meaning
for the young child; therefore, it
is a major avenue for developing
learning. Play promotes motor
skills. allows children to expand

social
growth,
provides
a
measure
of autonomy, gives
functional practice in language
and
fosters
fundamental
conceptual growth."
Whether
the children are
engaged
in work
or play,
however, the point of emphasis
with
the child
is on his
perce ption and not on a

pre-established set of goals. "The
child learns that he can generate
knowledge," Ms. Arll'r said in
conclusion that "Greenbeart is
committed
to the basic belief
that every
human being is
valuable, worthy
in his own
right, worthy of being treated
and allowed to develop as a
whole person."
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Book Review Of Bhagavad- Gita
Many people

in the Western

World experience a considerable
fascination with the religions of
the East. The fascination,
however, is seldom accompanied
by corresponding
attempts to
gain
familiarity
with
the
orthodox beliefs of the people
living in Eastern
regions.
Language barriers and cultural
differences
rnay be partially

responsible for the impasse, but
general

religious

and

social

prejudice might also account for
some of the isolation of ideas in
the East. The Bhapvad-Gita as
translated
by Swami

Prabhavanananda
Christopher

and

Isherwood,

besides

being a masterfully written epic
poem,
is a quite
readable
statement of the Hindu concept
of
true
religion.
The
introduction by Aldous Huxley
is a powerful piece of writing in
itself.
The Bhapvad-Gita
has been
called the Gospel of Hinduisrn;
as such, it bears an incredible

similarity
Gospel.
become

to

the

Christian

In each,
God has
man and has invited

man to become one with Him.
In the Christian Gospel, Christ,
the God-man, must suffer death
so that
man can internally
experience the Spirit of God.-..In
the Bhagavad-Gita,Krishna,
also
God-man, attempts to persuade
rnan that in dwelling of Brahman
is already an accomplished fact
which has but to be recognized
and acknowledged. Both gospels
stress self-denial, the primacy of
truth, love, and righteousness.
Both emphasize the imrnortality
of the soul.
There are contrasts between
the gospels, but the differences
are not as pronounced as they
are popularly conceived to be. In
the Bhagavad-Gita there is one
God, Braham, who, united with
his power, has several aspects,
Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva, and
several
incarnations
such as
Krishna,
Jesus
Christ,
and
Buddha. Brahman, however, is
supreme;
he is the "Divine
Ground" of everything that is as
well as everything that is not.
Hence, everything is sacred since
Brahman
is the basis of all.
Perhaps one of the most widely

known contrasts
between the
gospels concerns the doctrine of
life after death. The goal of life
is the same in each - unity with
God, whether he be called God,
Christ,
or Brahman.
In the
Hindu faith, though, man must
approach Brahrnan through the
cou rse of many
successive
lifetimes; and the devout Hindu
wishes to be freed from the
cycle of continual
birth and
death.
The· approach
toward
Brahman must most often be
aecornpanied
by a period of
purification not at all unsimilar
to the Roman Catholic concept
of Purgatory.
The
Bhagavad-Gita.
unlike
the Christian
Gospel, is not
considered
to be scriptural
teaching "actually
revealed by
God to man";
rather,
it is
considered to be the "teaching
of sain ts or prophets
who
elaborate
and
explain
the
Go d-g iv e n truths
of the
scriptures." It is the most widely
read
of the
Hindu
sacred
writings,
and it has had a

Play Reoieict
by John
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PRONE

a musical based on
according
to
Conceived
by
Tebelak,
rnusic
Stephen Schwartz,
Chris Fredeman,
the Little Theatre
Inc., Experimental

THE CAST:
Michael Bodziner
Keith Herrington

With
Phillip Leonard,
Leslie Caplan,
David Anthony Mims, Georgetta
Blair, Ann Deal, Carmel Gardin,
Vanne Marchall, David Hargrove
Keyboard
Jane Banner
and Karen Porter
Guitar
Wade Watson
Drums
Johnny Tobakian
The Little Theatre should set
box
office
records
with
"Godspell."
It is undoubtedly
the most popular play Savannah
audiences
have witnessed
in
recent years. From the informal
open~g walk-on to the standing
o v a ti o n , a near
flawless
performance
was enjoyed
by
~me 200 peo pie on opening
night last Friday.
The opening musical number
"Tower of Babble," set the pac~
for the fast moving show. The

Lukat's

11501

Godspell,
the
gospel
Matthew.
Jo hn-Michael
and lyrics by
directed
by
produced by
of Savannah,
Theatre.

Gillespie

next to Eiquire
I2IH!288

Lounge

aUd~e.nc·e was encouraged
to
participate from the moment of
their
"baptism"
and
this
appreciative
crowd clapped,
laughed, and played charades
right along with the cast. The
bright, colorful costumes were
brilliant enough
to encourage

popularly associated with Hindu
religiOUS
practice
is quite
effectively contradicted
by the
Bhagavad-Gita. Written between
three hundred and five hundred
BC, it certainly expounds upon a
sophisticated
cosmology
Which
is not very far removed from
Chardinian
theology.
The
language
is beautiful;
the
thoughts
are deep, and the
culture reflected
is impressive.
Perhaps some goodness and light
is not translated into dollars and
cents; perhaps
the East doe.
have something of value to say.
The
Bhagavad·Gita
is •
worthwhile point from which to
begin listening.
Bob Tatum

positive
influence on some of
India's most prominent
people,
particularly
upon
Mahatma
Gandhi.
One of the central
teachings of the Bhagavad-Gita is
the
control
of the passions.
Gandhi described this frame of
mind
as "desirelessness".
It
presupposes
that one work
constantly
for given goals, but
that
one
does not. seek the
rewards
of given action.
It is
diametricaUyopposed
to the
dictum that the end justifies the
means. Gandhi is proof that the
Gita, if followed, can have a very
po werful
world.
Much

influence
of

the

u~on

the

naivete

Cast for TartuHe Announced
The cast for Tartuffe runs as follows:
Pernelle
'
Flipote .
Elmire
.
Mariane
Dorine
Damis
.
Cleante
Organ
.
Tartuffe
Moliere
Loyal
Police Officer

..

· Nancy Pencoe
· Libby Roberts
· Bonnie Smith
· Elizabeth Rauen
·Cathy Peterson
· . Joe Nickerson
· . Joseph MydeIJ
William Easted""
· ...
Paul Sa.."
· . Mark Newkirk
· . Cedric Stratoo
.Tom Finocchiaro

A Tribute To Godspell
the
rn a s t con fir me d
party-pooper
to partake of the
carefully
choreographed
festivities. The first five minutes
or so were designed to rnake the
audience
forget
everything
except
the mystical, coloriflc,
religious
experience
called
"Godspell."
When I heard Ann Deal's
"Day by Day" number I thought
the writers goofed by putting
the most beautiful song at the
beginning
of the shuw. Anne
Marshall
proved me wrong in
Act It when she sang a little
publicized
"By My Side." She
had a lot of help with Ann
Deal's harmonizing
and Leslie
Caplan's
guitar playing, but it
was at least as good as the more
popular "Day by Day." All 14
songs were well done by the
finest singers ever assembled on
a Savannah stage. Most musicals
have one or two outstanding
voices and the rest are usually
marginal.
Chris
Frcdcman
m~agedtopicklOoutstanding
voices and Mary Sue Bailey put
them all together to sound even
better than the musical groups
who have popularized some of
thc songs. The only complaint
I
have in the music department
is
that
Keith Herrington
should
have
utilized
a microphone
during "All For the Best." The
microphone
was used in various
songs
when the combo
was
requ!red to play loudly, but it
didn t appear in Keith's
song
where
it would have proven
beneficial.
Many of the Biblical parables
were acted uut in an amusing
and fresh rnanncr. It is difficult
to single anyone out for s!"'cial
mennon SInce they were
(Jone

an

so well, but Anne Marshall',
Good
Samaritan
appeared
especialty
appealing
to the
audience.
Michael Bodziner handied the
character
of Jesus effectively.
Dressed in loud striped pants
and a Superman
shirt, he
sustained
his
character
throughout
the show. The last
Supper
and Crucifixion
were
done well by Michael and tl~
cast; probably two of the more
tender moments
any of us wUl
witness on a stage. During the
Last Supper there were few dry'
eyes in the house,
The cast maintained
a high
level of energy throughout
the
show. Corbell Coleman required
constant action that seemed to
flow effortlessly
from Ius
subjects. Although
none of the
men looked particularly
agile,
they danced their way through
many numbers.
"Godspell"
is a show that
shouldn't
be missed.
BSU
members
aren't
the only
Armstrong
students
who will
enjoy it. It can be thoroughly
enjoyed by atheists,
agnostics,
Christians, Jews.or
whatever. It
appeals to all ages and races. It is
a show of love and laughter and
can't be confined
to anyone
race, religion", or age group. If
you happened to see the movie
and didn't emov
jr
't
~YI,youaren
alone. I walked out of the movie
about !Wfway
through,
but 1
wouldn t have walked out of the
LT.'s performance
even for the
Second Coming. "Godspell"
is
scheduled
to
run
through
Tuesday,
January
21. Tickets
are $3.00 and
$2.50 for
students.
It will be the best
S250you~vC ever spent.
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Pirates Cruise By Columbus
by Ron George, Sports Edilor
Last Monday night the Pirates
of Arm.trong
Stale College

continued their winning streak
by cruising to a 88-72 romp over
Columbus College in a South
Atlantic Conference game. This
game leaves Armstrong with a
5.0 mark in conference play and
an overall mark of I().
2.
Sam Berry had another one
of hi. banner nights as he
pumped in 28 points and stole
nine rebounds 10 lead both
teams in those two categories.
The game was never in dou bt as
the Pirales jumped 10 a 6-0 lead

and never gave it up. Columbus
tried to rally in the first half bu t
the height
of the Pirale

backcourt never gave them a
chance. They closed the gap
narrowly by the end of the half
with the score 42-35.
The second half was more of

a romp

'as Armstrong

poured it on holding a 21 point
lead with 1O:32lefl in the game.
Alexander lhen went 10 the

bench giving every man a chance
10 play. Not only did all of them
play everyone scored at least
once. The game ended giving
A.S.C. a 88-72 viclory for their

efforts.
Ike WUliams contributed
points and four

19

rebounds.

Sonny
P?well put in 12 points 10 lead
the scorers for A.S.C. "Crow"

Armstrong and roger Weber each
lobbed in ten points to round
out the major scorers for us.

,

,
DATE
Mar~h
4
5
8
9
12

13
14
20
21

22
27
29
AprU
2
3
5

6
8
12

13
15
19
22
24
26
29

Lamar

Kirkley

INTRAMURALS

who gave a fine

game against West Georgia was
benched
most of the
night
because of an ankle injury but is
expecled

10 he back in shape for

the nex t game.
The effort helped A.S.C. in
another
way as the Pirates

Berry Handles
Rifleman
Last Saturday nighl Sam Berry
led the Armslrong Slate College.
10 a very convincing 72-58 viclory over U.S.C. at Spartanhurg.
Armstrong buill up a 14 point
lead in the beginning
of the
game to put the Pirates in a
lead Ihey never relinquished.
The Pirates at one point in the
first half had a 15 poinl lead
bUI Ihe Rifleman closed to a
34-24 at the end of the half.
In the second half Annstrong
used the bench and Spartanburg
closed the gap allowing A.S.C. 10
outscore them by only three
poinls.
The advanlage for the
Pirates was too much however.
A.S.C. collected 41 rebounds
while Spartanburg
picked
off
only 24.
Sam Berry again I led both
teams in points and rebounds
collecting
14 rebounds and 27
points while Lamar Kirkley and
"Crow" Armslrong each had 10
points 10 pace the Pirate allack.

LOCATION

Wesl Virginia Tech
Wesl Virginia Tech
Morris Harvey College
Morri. Harvey Colle ..
Canon Newman
Carson Newman
Carson Newman
Virginia Tech
Virginia Tech
Voorhees College
George Mason University
Lehigh University

H I
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

Belmont
Belmont

·West Georgia
'Valdosta
Savannah State
*Columbus
'Augusta

H
H
H
A
A
H
A
A
A
H
H
A
H

Georgia Southern
'Soulhem Tech
Savannah State
'Wesl Georgia

H
A
A
H

"Columbus
Georgia
'Valdosta

"Southern Tech
Georgia Southern

"Augusta

H
H

TIME
3:00
3:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
3:00
1:30
3:00
3:00
1:00
3:00
12:00

(2)

(2)
(2)

3:00
3:00
(2)
2:30
2:00
1:30
1:30
2:00
1:30
2:00
3:00
2:00

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

May

I
3

6
10

'CONFERENCE

TEAM
PhiMu
Alpha Gam
Den. Hygiene
B.A.M.

moved up a notch to number ten
in the small college poll by
Associated Press.

Baseball Schedule
OPPONENT

The Intramural Sports Championship for Organizations has been
computed through the Fall quarter and released by Coach Bedwell.
The breakdown for points is as follows:

GAMES

1:30·
3:00
1:30

(2)
(2)

Baseball Team
Begins Pradice
Two games, each nationally
ranked:
Georgia
Southern
College,
Virginia
Tech and
Lehigh University; a single game
against
the
University
of
Georgia, and 20 South Atlantic
Conference game. highlight the
1975 "Armslrong Stale College
42-game
baseball
schedule
released this week by Coach
Tom Kinder.
The
Pirates,
who
begin
practice Jan. 20, will open the
season wilh a single game against
Wesl Virginia Tech at Gnal Field
on March
4. The 42-game
schedule
includes
29 home
games and 13 on the road. The
first 17 games of the season wUl
be played
on Ihe A.S.C.
diamond.
In addition to the conference
games and the tough Division I
competition. the Pirates will also
host such small college powers as
Morris Harvey. Carson Newman.
George
Mason
Univer sf ry ,
Bellmonl College, and Savannah
State.
"This is the toughest schedule
we have ever had at ASC,"
Kinder said in releasing the slale.
"We wUl playa 101 of games and
keep the pressure on our team
by playing qualily competition
each time out."
.
The Pirates will be playing
Virginia Tech and the University
of Georgia for the firsl time.
Virginia
Tech
will
be in
Savannalb for single games on
March 21 and 22. The Pirates
wUl Iravel 10 play the Bulldogs
onAprU 6.
"We wUl have a difficult lime
improving on last year's record
with this schedule," Kinder said.
"We lost some key people from
last year's squad and they will
not be easy to replace."
The Pirales posted a 24-13
record last year and were second
in the SAC with a 12·8 record.
Four members
of last year's
team have graduated,
including
All-American
Steve McNeUl,
outfielder
Linn Burnsed, first
baseman Tom Yarbrough
and
pitcher Pal Holland.
Returnees
include
All-Conference
Tommy
Bumgardner s . outfielder
John
Snelling, shortslop
Tony wolfe,
third baseman
Bruce Coleman
and catcher Greg Sharpe. Sharpe
. did nol play last year, but was
Ihe regular
catcher ,..for the
previous seasons.

WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
FLAG FOOTBALL
BOWLING
110
48
60
55
50
0

o

TOTAL
158
110
50

o

0

MEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
TEAM
PKT
Pike
Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Nu

BSU

FLAG
FOOTBALL
80
90
60
50
100

WATER
POLO BOWLING
80
78
60
51
70
65
40
82
0
56

TOTAL

238
201
195
172
156

The men's basketball standings have heen released as of Jan. 16
ORGANIZATION
LEAGUE
TEAM
WINS
LOSSES
Raiders
I
I
PKT
I
!
Pike
I
Pi Kappa Phi
2
Old Pros
I
SigmaNu
2
BSU
I

o

o

o
o

o

MAROON LEAGUE
LOSSES
I

TEAM
Condors
Vets

WINS

I

o

0

Bears
Faculty
BAM
Runts
Hot Dogs
Suns

I

0

o

o
o
o
o

I

0
0
0
0

~~

LESSONS -

SALES -

SERVICE

121 Montgomery Crossro.d'
oakhUrst Shopping Plaza.nd
3'5-'000

Downtown

I acoustic I

AN ARMSTRONG TRADmON ...

1)'

1

~

A/1i41e'14
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Drayton and Harris Sts. .
ACROSS FROM DeSOTO HILTON

•••••••••••••••••••••••
J
'"
•••
OF
no. -••
.
MCC
12: p.m. •

••••••••
•

'NTS
EVE

"6

•

·

UCC

~. hur

Fin:llH:~ COJllJllitt~~

• 1/23

UCC

.1/24

Truftk Cummirtu
Fine Arts Committee
Special Film Festival

MCC Conf.
Jenkins en.
MCC

10: 30 a.m.
12:30 p.m,
8:00 p.rn,

.1/27

Interviews:
Senate'
BSU

MCC Conf.
MCC 213

12:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.

•

Stu'dent Union Committee

MCC Conf.
..
CIVICCenter

12:30 p. m.
1"30

:

Student Services Comnuttee
Basketball vs. Say. State

!wed.

•• -•
:r-ri.
••
•
••

CALENDAR

~O~

>0

FOR SALE
Exclusive Indian Shirts, Sar....
1972 Vega G. T. Hatchback.
Jewelery, etc. Call Bltubendra Air. Radio. Tapeplayer. 4 .pead

Gangwal

at

352-8783

or transmission.

354-9700 anytime.

354-0255

$1300.

Call

after 5:00 p.m.

eMon.

Need SpBnish Tutoring? Contact
Matching alligator shoes, size
Julio A. A.illI
at 364-2925. 6Y..B and poekslbook.
Aloe
Av.il.ble Mon •• Fn. 2:»5:30
evening slippers 6¥.tB. AU brand
It A.S.c.
new. Call 233-0803 after 6 p.m.
LOST: Metal Spalding tlnni.
tlcquet
~ith vinyl cover.
REWARD
OFFERED.
Call
355-5090.
OeWlyne
Hamilton.
SGA
S.nator,
will have senatorial
hOUri:
MondlY.
5·6 P.M.
Outside Rm .• 205 Glmble Hall.
TuesdaY. 5-6 P.M.• Outside Rm .•

From Page 4

a number

.rue.
-1/28

United

Fafo:ulty LOUngdl~:3300
p.m.
IICC ~02
_: p.m .

Cos.

.

[

p.m.

-:

8.00 p.m.

w.o.w. Women
From Page 8

LOST

·by Phil
Cook called
Group
etc. or she has a tendency to
Vocational
Counseling.
"We·
major in business so she can belp
hope that this course will help
her
husband
or elementary
the woman student. identify her
education
so she can help her
educational
goals on her own
children. Whatever the case, s~
terms,"
Ms. Martin
said
has little opportunity
to make
explaining
that the returning
an individual
decision about
woman
student
has almost
something for herself. We hope
always identified herself in the . that this course
will stimulate
context
of someone else. "She
thinking along those lines, and
has
always been somebody's
give women the opportunity 10
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THE RIVER KILLERS
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ENGLISH TUTORING
Tuesdays
and
Thursdays,
8:30-10:30
A.M.
Fridays
7:3ll-10:30 A.M., Room 202,
Memorial' College Center. Ray
Persons.

of sugar industry

analysts. Alice J. Bradie, of the
brokerage firm Paine, Webber,
Jackson and Curtis, said bluntly
that
the
p r ic e increase
was"principally
fueled
by
speculation."
If sugar
prices
were
manipulated,
who
was
responsible? The Soviet Union is
the prime suspect of many sugar
traders - it is reputed to have a
cadre
of economists
who
specialize in commodity futures.
U. S. sugar companies, the Arabs
and the Latin American barons as well as the Chinese, the
Taiwanese,
the Cubans) and
everyone
from
Agriculture
Secretary Earl Butz to Philippine
President Marcos have also been
blamed.
However,
dummy
co.r.p.o.r.ations,
Swiss bank
accounts and other camouflaging
techniques employed by traders
make it possible to be certain of
.all the actual culprits.
What's the next crisis going to
be? Salt
is one possibility.
Edward M. Dodd, president of
the Diamond Crystal Salt Co.,
declared
in mid-December:
"prices for salt must increase if
salt manufacturing is to remain a
viable industry."
Or, it might be coffee. The
leading coffee producing nations
have recently agreed to form an
international
cartel,
and
announced they intend to drive
coffee prices up by holding back
part of Oleir crops from the
world market.
There has also been talk of
shortages in chewing gum, toilet
paper, fly paper, dental floss
bananas, antifreeze
and birth
control pills.
.
Though any, or all, of the
~bove crises may develop, there
IS one big crisis sure to hit us
close to hom. The shortage of
money.
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WOMAN EVICTED
FROM DORM ROOM
OVER ROOMMATE'S SEXUAL
HABITS
A student at Jersey City State
Coliege
has
been
formally
evicted
from her dormitory
room because she objected to
her roommate's sexual habits.
Teresa Fernandez, a first year
student at the college, received a
formal
court-order
eviction
notice at the request of college
officials
who
claimed
she
"continually
harassed"
her
roommate.
The two women had been

stream
channelization projects. Finally,
some other government agency
would simply move into the void
left by the Corps' proposed
abolishment
and carry on. the
same environmentally-destructive activities.
The real blame
for the
deplorable condition of so many
U. S. streams and lakes must lie,
- ultimately,
with an apathetic,
confused American public which
apparently continues to believe
thaI
the nation's
natural
resources - especially renewable
resources
such as water and
wildlife
_ are inexhaustible.
Until
an enlightened
and
alarmed citizenry awakens from
.
Its environmental nightmare and
demands that its government
properly
safeguard waterways
and exercise better stewardship
over dwindling natural resources,
there is little hope, realisncally,
that the present situation
will
change appreciably. Only then
will we stand much chance of
.
t h r cwmg
a crimp into the
unhealthy "pork barrel" system
where mutual back-scratching on
Capitol Hill results in a little
something for a lot of fold _
but sometim~s at a terr~ble
environmental cost Th : hone
.
e aut or
touches upon this very sen . .
subiect
but not m' . ffSl.tIve
J
,
su lelent
depth.
Des pit e I't SSt'
orne Imes.
disjointed contents and urn'
assIVe
overkill" tone, The River Kill
is an important book worth
reading. Martin Heuvelman/h~
perf~rrne~ a useful and needed
servl~e
tn presenting)
though
one.sld~d,
a well-documented
ch~onlcle
of the
serious
environmental
damage wrought
by the Corps of Engineers.

err

I

sharing a room since September
and reportedly
had not been
getting along for most of that
time The breaking point came
.
when Ms. Fernandez and several
friends entered
the room and
discovered
the
roommate
making love with her boyfriend.
Instead
of unobt
SJ· I
ru ve y
lea~i~g, Uth~y just stood th~re
pomting t~tr fingers and calling
names while th~ poor guy who
was ID bed didn t know
hIt
woo
do," ~ccording to a dormitory
SUpervl~~.

UNIVERSITY:
The arch-conservative
John
Birch
Society has announced
plans
to open
a full-scale
un i ve r si t y some whe re in
California
by
1979.
The
university
would offer
degree
programs
in law, medicine,
science,
engineering,
and the
liberal arts/according
to Charles
Armour,
the society's
western
district governor in San Marino,
Armour says a site has not yet
been chosen. He adds that the
ins tit
uti 0 n
will
be
"non-political."
POUNDING

campaign funds.
The Sun has said the name ot'
the contest winner will be kept,
secret
unless
the
winner
specifically allows the paper to
reveal his or her name.
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THE MESSAGE
The
Ann Arbor
Sun, an
alternative
weekly in Michigan,
has come up with the ultimate
subscription drive.
Persons subscribing
to the
Sun between now and Jan. 31,
will be assigned an entry blank
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ESSAY SERVICES
AQ., Suit. 1208

Bullard, who has already
been
censured
by the
Michigan
. legislature
for showing
"Deep
Throat"'
on the University
of
Michigan
campus
to raise
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in a lottery.
First prize is a
pound of Columbian Marijauana.
The winner will be drawn by
State
Representative
Perru

Dfft.clals
of the college
explain
that
when
two
roomn:-ates don't. ~t ~Iong, the
Wlth less seOlonty IS moved r------------into' dlf~
t
S'
M
a
eren room.
IDee s.
Fernandez
.- loser
in the
"
b I
seOionty
att e - refused to
move, the school resorted to the
f
•
courts to orce her out.
'h.A""
No'
etio
h
be en tal<
Sli"~
. it
n
as
' en
~
agaInst
the
love.making
~
~oom~ate:,
Says. the dorm:l~
SUpeIVISO~..
There IS .no .written
~
rule
a!alDst
fornICatIOn on
campus.
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